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“Computer games present a precise, reversed reflection of the preoccupations and 

even the techniques of capitalist power.” Julian Stallabrass. How have artists used 

the medium of video games to critique these preoccupations and techniques? 

 

Danny Birchall 

 

It is far from surprising that artists working with new and digital media should have a 

particular fascination with video games. Advances in computer technology constantly 

provide new possibilities for both commercial gaming and high art. As cultural forms, 

both are still in their infancy. While the first significant public exhibitions of new media 

art such as Cybernetic Serendipity and Software took place at the end of the 1960s, 

galleries and museums have taken longer to engage with the idea of video games as a 

meaningful cultural form. The Barbican’s ‘Game On’ exhibition opened in 20021 and just 

this year the Smithsonian American Art Museum opened ‘The Art of Video Games’, 

concentrating on their historical and artistic development.2 

New media art and video games also share what Chris Chesher calls a ‘marginal 

and problematic status’ within their own domains, popular culture and high art 

respectively.3 Gaming occupies a particular subcultural niche within popular culture, 

while media art often exists in unstable forms that require significant effort to display and 

conserve, making it a marginal activity in contemporary art. The attraction of games for 

artists extends beyond those working in new media, however: Marcel Duchamp’s 

rejection of the artwork in favour of the game of chess as art4 paved the way for 

conceptual artists and groups such as Fluxus to consider the game as another set of rules 

for the creation of art.  

                                                 
1 Barbican International Enterprises, ‘Game On’, Barbican 
<http://www.barbican.org.uk/bie/exhibitions/game-on> [accessed 6 April 2012]. 
2 Smithsonian American Art Museum, ‘The Art of Video Games’, Smithsonian American Art Museum 
<http://americanart.si.edu/exhibitions/archive/2012/games/> [accessed 6 April 2012]. 
3 Chris Chesher, ‘How to Tell Apart Computer Games and New Media Art’, in Interaction: Systems, 
Practice and Theory: Creativity and Cognition Symposium, Conference Proceedings (presented at the 
Creativity and cognition symposium, University of Technology, Sydney, 2004). 
4 Axel Stockburger, ‘From Appropriation to Approximation’, in From Diversion to Subversion: Games, 
Play, and Twentieth-Century Art, ed. by David J. Getsy (Pen State University Press, 2011), p.27). 
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An increasing number of artists are making game art, work which deals with the 

subject or medium of video games directly. Their genesis is even more recent then new 

media art: Jaron Lanier’s Moondust and Jane Veeder’s Vizgame date to 1983 and 1985 

respectively, and it is only in the early 21st century that artists like Miltos Manetas and 

Cory Arcangel have brought art rooted in games to a wider museum and gallery 

audience. The relationship between games and game art, however, is not always 

straightforward. This essay sets out to use Julian Stallabrass’ political and cultural 

critique of video games in order to understand the approaches that various artists have 

taken when using them as a medium for art, and in particular to understand how a critique 

of video games themselves is implicit in many of the works. Before looking at 

Stallabrass’ critique of games, however, it is useful to understand how game art itself has 

been understood. 

The status of video games themselves as an artform isn’t problematic for some. 

Matteo Bittanti ‘candidly take[s] for granted that video games are a form of art’5 and 

Henry Jenkins describes them as ‘a new lively art’.6 Others are less sure whether video 

games are yet a ‘legitimate’ form of art7 or whether they are similar to other ‘mass art’ 

such as paperback books and film.8 The theory of game art itself, however, is often 

concerned less with status than with developing typologies in order to understand and 

delineate a wide variety of practice. 

Bittanti’s broad definition of ‘game art’ is ‘any art in which digital games played a 

significant role in the creation, production and/or display of the artwork’.9 Tilman 

Baumgärtel identifies three modes of game art: modification, or the adaptation of existing 

video games to undermine their own premises; abstraction, or the identification of 

underlying aesthetic forms in video games; and socialisation, or the realisation through 

                                                 
5 Matteo Bittanti and Domenico Quaranta, Gamescenes: Art in the Age of Videogames (Johan & Levi, 
2008), p.7. 
6 Henry Jenkins, ‘Games, the New Lively Art’, in Handbook of Computer Game Studies, ed. by Joost 
Raessens and Jeffrey Goldstein (MIT Press, 2005), p. 180. 
7 Ernest W. Adams, ‘Will Computer Games Ever Be a Legitimate Art Form?’, in Videogames and Art, ed. 
by Andy Clarke and Grethe Mitchell, (Intellect Books UK and Chicago University Press US, 2007), p.264. 
8 Grant Tavinor, ‘Video Games as Mass Art’, Contemporary Aesthetics, 9 (2011) 
<http://www.contempaesthetics.org/newvolume/pages/article.php?articleID=616> [accessed 26 February 
2012]. 
9 Bittanti and Quaranta, p.9. 
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art of the social culture of games and gaming.10 Saul and Stuckey perceive four modes: 

formal examination, in which artists examine the structural elements of games; aesthetic 

constructions made within the space of games; art made using the capabilities of game 

engines and technology; and art that takes as its subject the social anxiety around video 

games, particularly those involving violence.11 Axel Stockburger sees three types of 

game art: appropriation, reusing the iconography of video games; modification (similarly 

to Baumgärtel); and playable games made by artists.12 

At issue with these typologies is not only their overlapping heterogeneity, but the 

role of game art theorists in establishing the critical legitimacy of game art that ‘take[s] 

up definite positions on a multi-level social, economic and political network of themes’, 

as Baumgärtel has it;13 or ‘challenges cultural stereotypes, offers meaningful social or 

historical critique, or tells a story in a novel manner’ according to Tiffany Holmes.14 

Embedded in such theorisations of game art is an understanding of the critical role of art, 

and the role of games as material for art. In order to establish a critique of game art it may 

be necessary first to examine a critique of video games themselves, to understand the 

basis on which much of the valorisation of game art rests. 

Julian Stallabrass’ 1993 essay ‘Just Gaming: Allegory and Economy in Computer 

Games’ may at first glance seem to have little in common with the emergent theory of 

game art. Rejecting postmodern ideas of simulation in favour of Walter Benjamin’s 

concept of allegory, and Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer’s idea of the culture 

industry, Stallabrass launches an assault on video games as a puerile, repetitive form of 

entertainment, parasitic on the cinematic immersion of Hollywood, that denies the 

consequences of violence and turns play into the alienated, repetitive labour of button-

pushing.15 For Stallabrass, computer games are a realisation of the totalising culture 

industry under capitalism, and he locates the particular relationship between games and 

                                                 
10 Baumgärtel, ‘On a Number of Aspects of Artistic Computer Games’, Medien Kunst Netz / Media Art Net 
<http://www.medienkunstnetz.de/themes/generative-tools/computer_games/> [accessed 26 February 2012]. 
11 Shiralee Saul and Helen Stuckey, ‘Art Is DOOMed: The Spawning of Game Art’, in SwanQuake: The 
User Manual, ed. by Scott deLahunta, (Liquid Press /i-DAT, 2007), pp.2–11. 
12 Stockburger, pp.25–36. 
13 Baumgärtel. 
14 T. Holmes, ‘Arcade Classics Spawn Art? Current Trends in the Art Game Genre’, in Proceedings of the 
5th International Digital Arts and Culture Conference, 2003, p.46. 
15 Julian Stallabrass, ‘Just Gaming: Allegory and Economy in Computer Games’, New Left Review, I:198 
(1993). 
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capitalism in their ‘precise, reversed reflection of the preoccupations and even the 

techniques of capitalist power’.16 While capital manipulates humans as if they were 

merely mathematical quantities, computer games do the opposite, disguising algorithms 

as ‘characters’ in playable scenarios. Ten years later Stallabass returned to the subject of 

computer games in ‘Computer Fictions’17 to address specific allegations of mindlessness, 

addiction and violence before concluding more definitively that although computer 

games seem set to become a dominant element in popular culture, ‘in their mechanical 

and violent character, they powerfully embody and inculcate establishment ideologies’.18 

Stallabrass’ critique of video games is useful not because his arguments are 

particularly definitive or perceptive, but because they bring to the surface some of the 

issues in the relationship between art as practice and video games as subject matter that 

appear in contemporary game art. The gulf between the console and the gallery still exists 

for many artists who see games as a vital part of a popular culture that nevertheless lacks 

art’s criticality and seriousness. Parallels between the ‘games industry’ as a totality and 

Adorno and Horkheimer’s ‘culture industry’ are evident when game art is read as not 

merely the modification or use of individual games, but as a critique of the idea of video 

games themselves. In fact, most game art, either self-consciously or through 

interpretation, stands as a critique of the idea or practice of video games. This 

simultaneous aesthetic affection and moral contempt for video games may be most 

concisely expressed in Miltos Manetas’ manifesto for game art: ‘Beauty, collapses into 

entertainment … That’s where Art steps in and saves the day!’19 

Stallabrass’ critique of games can therefore be used as a means of structuring an 

investigation of the practice of game art as a critique of video games. Using three major 

points of Stallabrass’ criticism of video games, we can then look at artworks addressing 

or embodying that criticism, before drawing out the implications and possible 

contradictions in the works themselves. 

                                                 
16 Stallabrass, ‘Just Gaming’, p.103. 
17 Julian Stallabrass, ‘Computer Fictions’, Prospect, March 2003 
<http://www.prospectmagazine.co.uk/2003/03/computerfictions/> [accessed 21 April 2012]. 
18 Stallabrass, ‘Computer Fictions’. 
19 Miltos Manetas, ‘Happiness Is Heavy’, 2004 <http://www.manetas.com/txt/videogamesis.html> 
[accessed 17 March 2012]. 
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Stallabrass’ first core criticisms of video games is of the act of playing itself. ‘To 

play successfully,’ he writes, ‘is to emulate the qualities of the machine: reaction, 

regulation and economy in discrete, repetitive acts.’20 In the illusory, immersive world of 

the game, the act of playing conceals the reality of the objective reduction of all objects 

within the game to mechanical commodities. 

Many artists have taken the removal of gameplay as the starting point for their work 

with games. To create Super Mario Clouds (2002), Cory Arcangel reprogrammed an 

original Super Mario game cartridge to remove everything but the passing clouds from 

the game’s background, creating a slow-moving and contemplative experience. The work 

can be displayed from its original Nintendo Entertainment System cartridge, but no trace 

of interactivity remains. Miltos Manetas’ SuperMario Sleeping (inside) (1997) is a video 

of the Mario character created in the absence of player input. With no direction or 

instructions, Mario simply rests and sleeps, taking no part in the ‘world’ of the 

videogame. 

While these works turn a video game into something else, one of the major 

manifestations of art using actual games, the artist’s modification or ‘art mod’, became 

possible in the early 1990s. The introduction of first-person shooter games was 

accompanied by tools that made possible the creation and manipulation of new virtual 

spaces for such games, and which were rapidly adopted by artists. Many art mods, 

designed to be displayed in galleries, preserved the original mechanics of gameplay (the 

‘game engine’) but altered the appearance of the environment and opponents. Works such 

as Tobias Bernstrup and Palle Torsson’s Museum Meltdown (1996-9), which replaced the 

original contents of Duke Nukem 3D with the gallery environment in which the work 

itself was displayed, effected a kind of institutional critique, or what Jon Cates calls a 

‘gameworld of the institutional artworld’.21 Jodi’s Untitled Game series of modifications 

of the Quake game engine, however, altered the game in such ways as to render it 

effectively unplayable in the usual way, through manipulation of the game engine’s own 

rulesets and response to player input. The modified aesthetics of the game are 

foregrounded while straightforward ‘interaction’ is complicated and confounded. As 

                                                 
20 Stallabrass, ‘Just Gaming’, p.88. 
21 Jon Cates, ‘Running and Gunning in the Gallery: Art Mods, Art Institutions and the Artists Who Destroy 
Them’, in Getsy, p.163. 
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Anne-Marie Schleiner puts it: ‘Output far exceeds input. Or the program becomes the 

performer, I am no longer player god in control – I must concede some of my agency to 

the code.’22 

Ruth Gibson and Bruno Martelli working together as igloo also withdraw 

competitive play from the gamic environment in their series of installations and 

manifestations under the title SwanQuake. The name suggests a combination of the game 

Quake (though SwanQuake in fact uses the more sophisticated Unreal game engine) and 

the high artform of ballet. In SwanQuake:House (2008), the viewer/player wanders 

through an empty building, its concrete corridors reminiscent of the techno-gothic 

environment of a first person shooter, but from which both opponents and weapons are 

absent. In the basement, a derailed tube train burns beside a deserted platform; from the 

penthouse one can look down to life on the streets below. Occasionally the player 

encounters a ghostly figure, or series of figures, dancing through the empty spaces of the 

game (Figure 1). 

SwanQuake: House replaces play with aesthetics and performance. The movement 

of the ghostly dancers comes not from the game engine’s algorithms, but from state-of-

the-art motion capture software used by designer Martelli and choreographer Gibson.23 

The work remains interactive: in the installed version the player uses a large trackball 

rather than a more conventional gamepad (Figure 2), but there are no controls for 

weapons, ammunition or power-ups. Combat is replaced by exploration, and opponents 

are replaced by the ghostly dancers. 

Here we might find an answer to Stallabrass’ understanding of video games’ 

‘mechanisation of the body’ representing ‘the fragmented, allegorised and reified self 

under the conditions of capital’.24 The beauty of the body is resurrected through ballet, 

even in the videogame environment. It is also in precisely this replacement of the 

mechanics of combat with the beauty of dance, which ‘reverses the aestheticisation of the 

bodily movement of violence’, that Rob Myers identifies the work’s ‘critical distance 

                                                 
22 Anne-Marie Schleiner, ‘2 Reviews: Untitled Game and Ego Image Shooter’, Nettime, 2002 
<http://www.nettime.org/Lists-Archives/nettime-l-0203/msg00061.html> [accessed 17 March 2012]. 
23 Bruno Martelli and Ruth Gibson, ‘Extracts from an Interview with NESTA’, SwanQuake 
<http://www.swanquake.com/interview.htm> [accessed 6 April 2012]. 
24 Stallabrass, ‘Just Gaming’, p.87. 
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from a pervasive and important part of contemporary popular culture’.25 That is, Myers 

suggests that the artistic power of SwanQuake: House comes from its use of video game 

technology to critique video game culture. 

Is this critique of game culture also a critique of playing games, however? In an 

essay on ‘Countergaming’, Alexander Galloway uses Peter Wollen’s notion of the avant-

garde ‘countercinema’ of Godard and his contemporaries to describe how artists working 

with games disrupt the emotional and narrative flow of video games.26 He identifies five 

disruptions: the foregrounding of the game’s apparatus; the replacement of play with 

aesthetics; visual artefacts that interrupt representational modelling; disturbance of the 

‘laws’ of physics within the game; and the uncoupling of game controls from responses. 

SwanQuake: House engages in two of these disruptions: the replacement of combative 

action with directionless wandering and the ghostly appearance of ballet dancers within 

the game’s spaces. Galloway suggests, however, that by failing to address the issue of 

action within a videogame itself, ‘countergaming is essentially progressive in visual form 

but reactionary in actional form’.27 In SwanQuake: House, the player can influence the 

dancers, but not dance themselves; the interactive and participative potential of the game 

is downplayed in favour of a rather more passive spectatorship of ballet. 

The relationship of video games to the passive spectatorship of cinema is the focus 

of the second major area of Stallabrass’ scrutiny. ‘These games,’ he writes in ‘Just 

Gaming’, ‘while posing as first-order simulations of reality, are in fact second-order 

simulations of scenarios dreamt up in Hollywood.’28 The promise of identification with 

the hero held out by cinematic drama is redeemed in the interactive immersion of the 

video game. The echo of Adorno and Horkheimer’s criticism of cinema itself, as a 

cultural form parasitic on, and distorting of other forms of art is clear,29 as is the 

understanding of interdependence between the film and video game industries that 

Stallabrass describes in ‘Computer Fictions’ as the ‘increasing backwash from gaming to 

                                                 
25 Rob Myers, ‘SwanQuake: House’, Furtherfield, 2009 <http://www.furtherfield.org/reviews/swanquake-
house> [accessed 6 April 2012]. 
26 Alexander R. Galloway, Gaming: Essays On Algorithmic Culture, (Univ Of Minnesota Press, 2006), 
p.109. 
27 Galloway, p.125. 
28 Stallabrass, ‘Just Gaming’, p.86. 
29 Theodor W. Adorno and Max Horkheimer, ‘The Culture Industry’, in Dialectic of Enlightenment 
(London: Allen Lane, 1973), p.127. 
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cinema’.30 This critique of cinematic illusion and immersion is also a riposte to those 

who, like Jenkins, consider games to be the art form of the 21st century in explicit 

parallel to cinema’s dominance of the twentieth century.31 

Video games have spawned their own response to cinema, however: moving image 

using the interior world of the game as a medium. The same extensible multiplayer first 

person shooter games that permitted art mods also spurred the birth of machinima 

(‘machine cinema’), short videos made using the game world as setting, game avatars as 

characters, and captured using a player’s point of view as the ‘camera’.32 Early 

machinima, requiring a high level of technical skill to create, was based not only in the 

mechanics of games, the ‘reflective and aesthetically directed re-experience of game-

play’33 but also in the social worlds of player communities, game scenarios and in-

jokes.34 The focus of machinima has latterly shifted from competitive gameplay towards 

experimentation with the possibilities that game worlds offer the moving image,35 but it 

remains largely rooted in the culture of video games. Artists thus come to machinima as 

an established cultural form, dependent on video games but separate from them, and with 

its own set of arguments about whether it can legitimately be considered an artform.36 

Phil Solomon’s machinima series ‘In Memoriam, Mark LaPore’ (Rehearsals for 

Retirement (2007), Last Days in a Lonely Place (2008) and Still Raining, Still Dreaming 

(2008-9)) are the work of a filmmaker previously known not for digital work, but rather 

as part of a ‘poetic avant-garde’ associated with 16mm film and the filmmaker Stan 

Brakhage.37 The films constituting ‘In Memoriam’ were made using games from 

Rockstar Games’ Grand Theft Auto series, an innovative franchise which pioneered the 

‘open’ style of gameplay in which the player is free to move through the game’s space as 

                                                 
30 Stallabrass, ‘Computer Fictions’. 
31 Jack Schofield, ‘Birth of a Medium’, The Guardian, 11 July 2002 
<http://www.guardian.co.uk/lifeandstyle/2002/jul/11/shopping.technology> [accessed 6 April 2012]. 
32 Henry Lowood, ‘High-performance Play: The Making of Machinima’, in Clarke and Mitchell, pp.66–8. 
33 Erik Champion, ‘Keeping It Reel: Is Machinima A Form Of Art?’, in Breaking New Ground: Innovation 
in Games, Play, Practice and Theory. Proceedings of DiGRA 2009 (presented at the DiGRA 2009, London, 
2009), p.7. 
34 Danny Birchall, ‘The Machinima Phenomenon, Where “South Park” Meets “World of Warcraft”.’, Sight 
& Sound, May 2007, p.96. 
35 Lowood, p.74. 
36 Champion, p.1. 
37 J.P. Powers, ‘Darkness on the Edge of Town: Film Meets Digital in Phil Solomon’s In Memoriam (Mark 
LaPore)’, October 137, Summer 2011, p.86. 
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they choose, accepting or rejecting the missions that advance the game’s plot.38 The films 

eschew interaction and violence for the representation of melancholy moments at the 

fringes of the game’s world (fictionalised versions of large American cities), lone figures 

seen in silhouette (Figure 3), and eerie effects created by the manipulation of the weather 

and the inappropriate use of vehicles. Solomon began the work as a short collaboration 

with fellow filmmaker LaPore, who died shortly thereafter, in response to a shift he 

perceived in contemporary cinematic space and which he attributed to the influence of 

video games’ virtual space.39 After LaPore’s death, the trilogy became Solomon’s way of 

searching for, and remembering, his dead friend within the world of the game they had 

explored together.40 

Critics of Solomon’s work have found it easier to understand using the vocabulary 

of the cinematic avant-garde than the language of games.41 George Biermann and Sarah 

Markgraf construe the elements derived from Grand Theft Auto as ‘a new paradigm of 

found footage aesthetics’;42 John P. Powers sees the introduction of a digital aesthetic to 

Solomon’s commitment to an allusive, lyrical and elliptical narrative filmmaking as 

key.43 ‘In Memoriam’, however, also has a complex relationship with mainstream 

Hollywood cinema. Last Days in a Lonely Place contains extensive quotations from 

Nicholas Ray’s Rebel Without a Cause, both in the form of dialogue from the latter used 

as soundtrack, and in references to locations from Rebel seen in the form of their ghostly 

game analogues (Figure 4). Looking at the Grand Theft Auto franchise itself, Bogost and 

Klainbaum also note that the particular Californian realism of the gamic world of Grand 

Theft Auto: San Andreas (used to make Last Days in a Lonely Place) is realised not 

                                                 
38 Laurie N. Taylor, ‘From Stompin’ Mushrooms to Bustin’ Heads: Grand Theft Auto III as Paradigm 
Shift’, in The Meaning and Culture of Grand Theft Auto: Critical Essays, ed. by Nate Garrelts (McFarland 
& Co, 2006), p.188. 
39 Gregg Biermann and Sarah Markgraff, ‘Found Footage, On Location: Phil Solomon’s Last Days in a 
Lonely Place’, Millennium Film Journal, 2009 <http://mfj-
online.org/journalPages/MFJ52/Biermann_Markgraf.htm> [accessed 26 February 2012]. 
40 Sue Zemka, ‘An Interview with Phil Solomon’, English Language Notes, 46 (2008), p.203. 
41 Michael Sicinski, ‘Phil Solomon Visits San Andreas and Escapes, Not Unscathed: Notes on Two Recent 
Work’, Cinema Scope 30, Spring 2007. 
42 Biermann and Markgraff. 
43 Powers, p.102. 
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through cartographic fidelity to Los Angeles and San Francisco but through a sense of 

space and place dependent upon an image of those cities created by Hollywood films.44 

Solomon seemingly solves the problem of video games’ problematic relationship 

with cinema by making works which refer to each in different ways, synthesised within 

the framework of an established avant-garde tradition of filmmaking. Celluloid history 

and digital aesthetics are reconciled through polyvalent montage, an associative visual 

logic: editing triumphs. The upshot is, however, that Solomon’s work eludes 

categorisation as game art. Shown at film festivals, and not in media art galleries, it 

exemplifies the issue within machinima which Bittanti identifies as two different fields of 

‘capital’: the ‘gaming capital’ of machinima deeply rooted in game culture, and the 

‘cultural capital’ of machinima considered and displayed as art.45 While the status of art 

allows Solomon a sophisticated critique of the aesthetic of games, his films’ reception as 

art blunts that very critique as his work is reabsorbed into the avant-garde cinematic 

canon. 

The third major focus of Stallabrass’ critique is that in video games play becomes 

work. He describes the activity of a video game as ‘a true pseudo-activity which is 

nevertheless structured like work’.46 There is again a clear reference here to Adorno and 

Horkheimer’s assertion that ‘amusement under late capitalism is the prolongation of 

work’;47 industrialised mass culture (by Stallabrass’ extension including video games) is 

so dependent on capitalist manufacture that its rhythms are those of industrial production 

itself. 

Some video games do indeed directly simulate work. ‘Time-management’ or ‘click-

management’ games like Diner Dash make gameplay out of the repetitive demands and 

tasks of daily labour.48 Video game critic Steven Poole also sees Adorno as the prophet of 

contemporary video games which offer ‘imaginary, meaningless jobs that replicate the 

structures of real-world employment’49 especially with the addition of systems in which 

                                                 
44 Ian Bogost and Dan Klainbaum, ‘Experiencing Place in Los Santos and Vice City’, in Garrelts, p.162. 
45 Matteo Bittanti, ‘DIY Media 2010: Video and Gaming Culture (Part One)’ 
<http://henryjenkins.org/2011/01/diy_media_2010_video_and_gamin.html> [accessed 6 April 2012]. 
46 Stallabrass, ‘Just Gaming’, p.97. 
47 Adorno and Horkheimer, p.137. 
48 Ian Bogost, How to Do Things with Videogames (University of Minnesota Press, 2011), p.86. 
49 Steven Poole, ‘Working for the Man’, Stevenpoole.net <http://stevenpoole.net/trigger-happy/working-
for-the-man/> [accessed 13 February 2012]. 
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players ‘earn’ simulated cash. The critique of games as work, however, implicitly extends 

to all games, in which success only comes through the completion of assigned missions, 

and even killing opponents is a repetitive, mechanised task. 

Carlo Zanni’s game Average Shoveler (2004), a commission for the New Museum’s 

rhizome.org takes the aesthetic of the 1987 video game Leisure Suit Larry as the starting 

point for a game which requires you to shovel snow from the streets of New York’s East 

Village. The snow is in fact contemporary news in the form of images (each pixel of 

snow contains a news image that is released when shovelled) and passers-by attempt to 

distract you from your job with stories drawn from live news feeds (Figure 5). The only 

respite is to enter a building and encounter one of several surreal meditative scenes such 

as vast bonfires, or a pool of waste oil. But there is no escape from the snow outside, 

which piles up ineluctably until your shoveller is buried beneath a drift and dies (Figure 

6). Zanni describes the game as ‘a delivery system for “breaking news” masqueraded as a 

videogame’ but the implied critique of the work of what Zanni calls the ‘average mind 

numbing videogame’50 is also clear: the constrained terrain, the repetitive shovelling 

motion activated by the space bar, and the futility of shovelling all serve to recast 

entertainment as labour from which there is no escape. 

The artist Paolo Pedercini, working as La Molleindustria, produces ‘radical games 

against the dictatorship of entertainment’51 in the form of small, browser-based Flash 

games and smartphone apps that tackle topical issues. Molleindustria’s Phone Story, a 

satirical smartphone game highlighting the exploitation and environmental issues in the 

mobile phone supply chain was banned by Apple from its app store.52 Other 

Molleindustria games have tackled Wikileaks, the oil industry and paedophilia in the 

Catholic Church. 

Molleindustria bills Every Day The Same Dream as ‘a short existential game about 

alienation and refusal of labour’. Playing it, you wake up in a bedroom (Figure 7), dress, 

greet your wife and then set off for work. You encounter an old lady in a lift who tells 
                                                 
50 Matteo Bittanti, ‘Interview: Carlo Zanni’s “Average Shoveler” (2004)’, Gamescenes 
<http://www.gamescenes.org/2010/04/interview-carlo-zannis-average-shoeveler-2004-.html> [accessed 6 
April 2012]. 
51 ‘Molleindustria - Radical Games’ <http://www.molleindustria.org/> [accessed 6 April 2012]. 
52 Stuart Dredge, ‘Apple Bans Satirical iPhone Game Phone Story from Its App Store’, Guardian Apps 
Blog, 2011 <http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/appsblog/2011/sep/14/apple-phone-story-rejection> 
[accessed 6 April 2012]. 
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you that in five more steps ‘you will be a new person’. You drive to work, arrive to be 

told that you are late by your boss and take your seat in one among a vast array of 

cubicles (Figure 8). The scene fades, and you awake again in your bedroom the next day. 

Taking the old lady’s words as a clue, you can then explore options for avoiding work 

including going to work without clothes, and ultimately committing suicide by jumping 

from the roof of the workplace. Each time you wake again in the bedroom until, all five 

options taken, you wake into the same world, this time devoid of all other people: no 

wife, boss, or other cubicle workers. Returning to the scene of your previous suicide you 

see a figure identical to yourself jump and fall; the game ends and you can only start 

again from the beginning. 

Every Day The Same Dream presents a nightmare vision: taking the promotional 

line literally, it suggests that the only effective ‘refusal of labour’ is the refusal of life 

itself. The critique of work is not straightforward, and Braxton Soderman suggests that it 

forms ‘a complicated reflection on the history of the refusal to work’ and the implications 

of working class demands for ‘autonomy’ from the regulation of labour.53 What 

differentiates Every Day The Same Dream from much other ‘game art’, however, is the 

fact that it is a game that can be played. There are characters, interaction, a plot of sorts, 

and a puzzle to be solved. While recognising the alienation of work, and the parallels 

with games, Pedercini does not respond by taking elements out of the game, but by 

configuring them in such a way as to make a reflective, thoughtful experience. 

Discussing the game, Leigh Alexander suggests that the ‘specific nature of video games – 

with interface, interaction and natural player tendencies – can be used to offer 

experiences that passive media can't possibly’.54 That is, the critique of work embedded 

in Every Day The Same Dream is embedded in it specifically in the form of a game. 

Pedercini’s work also addresses two critiques of game art itself. The first is 

Galloway’s demand for a countergaming based on ‘radical action’ rather than the 

                                                 
53 Braxton Soderman, ‘Every Game the Same Dream? Politics, Representation, and the Interpretation of 
Video Games’, Dichtung-digital, 2010 <http://www.dichtung-digital.org/2010/soderman.htm> [accessed 
15 March 2012]. 
54 Leigh Alexander, ‘Analysis: Every Day’s Not The Same “Art Game”’, Gamasutra, January 12 2010 
<http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/26714/Analysis_Every_Days_Not_The_Same_Art_Game.php> 
[accessed 6 April 2012]. 
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manipulation of aesthetic elements.55 Every Day The Same Dream does not remove play 

to replace it with aesthetics; like Average Shoveler it makes play itself the critique of both 

play and work. The second is Gonazalo Frasca’s call for a ‘video games of the 

oppressed’, which replace the didactic certainty of narrative with the intellectual 

exploration of simulation.56 Frasca argues that simulation exposes underlying rules rather 

than established fact or history, allowing the player a greater understanding of the social 

forces at work. Both Galloway and Frasca ask for a game art that is as much game as art, 

in which the radical possibilities of play are not superseded by aesthetics. 

There are no radical possibilities in play for Stallabrass. His fundamental critique of 

video games is that they replicate the domination of capitalist relations in everyday life. 

In their interactivity they mechanise and reify the player’s simulation of their own body; 

in their parasitic relationship to cinema they distort and cheapen narratives; in the 

structure of their play they recreate the conditions of labour. His position is extreme, but 

follows the logic of Adorno and Horkheimer’s critique of the culture industry as an 

integral part of the capitalist whole. 

What is perhaps surprising is that so many artists working intimately with the 

medium of video games should implicitly fall in line with this understanding of video 

games, and in many cases seek to replace the substance of games with established forms 

of art while retaining the formal and aesthetic presence of games as a medium. Cory 

Arcangel and Miltos Manetas make gallery-based works from home entertainment, 

trusting art to inject profundity into amusement. Igloo self-consciously removes the 

combat from a combat game in order to present digitised mediations of contemporary 

dance. Phil Solomon reacts to a disturbance in cinematic aesthetics by incorporating 

video games into a reinvigorated avant-garde tradition.  

This distance between game and game artist leaves the purpose and uses of play 

largely unexplored. For all that game art is rooted in the medium of video games, its 

critique is realised in a rejection of actual video games no less vehement than Stallabrass’ 

own theoretical rejection. Few go where Zanni or Pedercini go, to create works that are 

both game and art, that in their duality reveal the possibility of play itself as a type of 

                                                 
55 Galloway, p.125. 
56 Gonzalo Frasca, ‘Videogames of the Oppressed’, Electronic Book Review, 2004 
<http://www.electronicbookreview.com/thread/firstperson/Boalian> [accessed 13 January 2012]. 
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critique. Game art has a lot to say about video games, but has so far left gameplay’s 

potential largely untapped. 
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Figure 1. Ghostly dancers in SwanQuake: House, igloo, 2008. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Installation of SwanQuake: House, igloo, 2008, showing controls. 
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Figure 3. Still from Rehearsals for Retirement, Phil Solomon, 2007. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Still from Last Days in a Lonely Place, Phil Solomon, 2008. 
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Figure 5. Conversation: screenshot from Average Shoveler, Carlo Zanni, 2004. 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Death: screenshot from Average Shoveler, Carlo Zanni, 2004. 
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Figure 7. The day begins: screenshot from Every Day The Same Dream, Molleindustria, 2010. 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Cubicles: screenshot from Every Day The Same Dream, Molleindustria, 2010. 
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Artworks discussed in this essay 

 

The ephemeral nature of new media art, and game art in particular, mean that many 

works have not been preserved or collected in the manner of conventional artworks. Here 

I have provided further details for all works where the work itself, or substantial 

documentation, is available online.  

 

Arcangel, Cory, Super Mario Clouds, 2002. Documentation and source code at 

http://www.coryarcangel.com/things-i-made/supermarioclouds/ 

 

Bernstrup, Tobias and Torsson, Palle, Museum Meltdown, 1996-9. Documentation at 

http://www.palletorsson.com/mm.php 

 

Gibson, Ruth and Martelli, Bruno, SwanQuake:House, 2008. Documentation at 

http://www.swanquake.com 

 

JODI, Untitled Game, Modifications of Video Game (Quake 1), sound, CD-ROM,  

1996-2001. Playable downloads at http://www.untitled-game.org/download.html 

 

Lanier, Jaron, Moondust, 1983. Documentation at http://dlux.org.au/tgofp/moondust.html 

 

Manetas, Miltos, SuperMario Sleeping (inside), 1997. Video viewable at 

http://www.animateprojects.org/films/by_date/1995_98/supermario_sleeping 

 

Molleindustria, Every Day The Same Dream, 2010. Playable at 

http://www.molleindustria.org/everydaythesamedream/everydaythesamedream.html 

 

Molleindustria, Phone Story, 2011. Playable at http://phonestory.org/game.html 

 

Solomon, Phil, Rehearsals for Retirement, 2007. 
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Solomon, Phil, Last Days in a Lonely Place, 2008. 

 

Solomon, Phil, Still Raining, Still Dreaming, 2008-9. 

 

Veeder, Jane, Vizgame, 1985. Documentation at 

http://userwww.sfsu.edu/~jkveeder/art/detail/vizgame.htm 

 

Zanni, Carlo, Average Shoveler, 2004. Playable at 

http://www.softaid.biz/average/index2.htm 
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